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From: Janis White
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AS50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:58:55 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,


Janis E. White, PhD



mailto:drjaniswhite@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Barbara Greenstein
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:54:38 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. OGE should:
        *  remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional:
        * replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader
5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


        *remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser; and


        * place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire
legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your consideration


Barbara Greenstein
(Retired) California Municipal attorney



mailto:barbara.greenstein@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Shahrzad Arasteh
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:50:20 PM


Dear OGE Team,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Shahrzad Arasteh



mailto:shahrzad@careerconsultmd.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Nicki @ Sugarjets
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:50:32 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should: 


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement 
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations 
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law 
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you, 
Nicki Fenderson
Sugarjets Studio
www.sugarjets-studio.com
207.604.6192


Because their stories matter - BUT SO DOES YOURS.
Helping you find the time to live your story - not just capture theirs.



mailto:nicki@sugarjets-studio.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov

http://www.sugarjets-studio.com/






From: Nick Harvey
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:59:03 PM


OGE:


I strongly oppose this proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should:


* remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


* replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


* remove the exceptionally offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


* place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers


As written, this is ridiculous. Allowing ethics to be optional?!


Nick



mailto:nick27182@icloud.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Jordan Ellel
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:50:22 PM


>
> 
> I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
>
> -remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
> -replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decision, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
> -remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
> -place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
>
> Sincerely,
> -Jordan Ellel



mailto:jordan.ellel@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Pablo Rottenberg
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:08:47 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


We do not need to make the corruption of the last administration permanent.


Pablo Rottenberg
6604 Jennifer Drive
Temple Terrace, FL 33617



mailto:pablorottenberg@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Eric Handler
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:09:47 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
-- 
Eric Handler
617.308.5497 m 
781.643.1515 h
funnyboat.com



mailto:eric@funnyboatproductions.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

http://funnyboat.com/






From: Carrie McIlvenna
To: USOGE
Subject: Fwd: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:45:59 PM


2nd try since you claim the first email address is incorrect.


Sincerely,
Carrie McIlvenna
Washington State 98466
---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Carrie McIlvenna <carrie.privacyrequired@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Jun 16, 2022 at 1:15 PM
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
To: <ContactOGE@oge.gov>


Greetings,


I write today to share my opposition to OGE’s proposed legal
expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a
broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on
an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Tell OGE to say no to optional government ethics. If we’re ever
going to root out corruption and hold those in power accountable for
unethical practices, it won’t happen by giving them the ability to opt-



mailto:carrie.privacyrequired@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov

mailto:carrie.privacyrequired@gmail.com

mailto:ContactOGE@oge.gov





out.


Thank you,


Carrie McIlvenna


Washington State, 98466








From: Kristin Pratt
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:57:14 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your attention,


K. Pratt


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:pratt.kristin@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: scott thorpe
To: USOGE; Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:45:00 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should: remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; remove the offensive example
involving an accused sexual harasser; and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations)
on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for
whistleblowers.



mailto:spthorpe1118@me.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Tom Cooney
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:28:24 PM


I strongly oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
 


1. OGE should: remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
it must be mandatory


 
2. Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement


that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


 
3. Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and,


 
4. Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law


firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
 


The current draft is unacceptable and all but sanction a corrupt system that undermines our
core democratic principles and processes. U.S. citizens deserve far better.
 
Sincerely,
 
Thomas G. Cooney MD MACP FRCP
Professor of Medicine
Oregon Health & Science University
 
 
 



mailto:cooneyt@ohsu.edu

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Michael
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:50:09 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that 
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting 
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law 
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Best,


Michael



mailto:michael.sarver@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Julie Davis
To: USOGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:56:02 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as 
drafted. OGE should: - remove the exception that makes 
compliance with the regulation optional
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year 
recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from 
influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the 
industries in which they have substantial interests


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual 
harasser; and - place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) 
on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire 
legal counsel for whistleblowers.


It is time for common sense to replace political expediency.


Julie Davis
70 Parkview Dr
Grand Island, NY


716-523-5705.



mailto:davisfamily70@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Ann Hasley
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:50:30 PM


Ann Hasley
101 Cutting Ct.
Whitewater, Colorado 81527
Sent from my iPad



mailto:annhasley@me.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: John Brennan
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:44:07 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Kind regards,


John Brennan



mailto:jmbjr79@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Cyndi Hubach
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:46:19 PM


Dear OGE --


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; replace the proposed recusal
requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from
influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; remove the offensive
example involving an accused sexual harasser; and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3)
organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel
for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Best wishes,
Cynthia Hubach
Los Angeles, CA
(213) 760-5696



mailto:cyndihubach@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: John B. McDermott
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:02:29 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
1. Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional.
2. Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that


prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies or regulations affecting them
or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


3. Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser:
4. Place nonprofit charities (501©(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by


allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
Thank you.
John McDermott
jmdermott@giattorneys.com
 


 



mailto:jmcdermott@giattorneys.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:jmdermott@giattorneys.com






From: Joy McCabe
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:33:12 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of
cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and
make it better!


Thanks.



mailto:jjmccabe10@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Tamar Henry
To: USOGE
Subject: Fwd: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:48:03 PM


Begin forwarded message:


From: Tamar Henry <ttamler@gmail.com>
Date: June 16, 2022 at 7:21:12 PM PDT
To: contactoge@oge.gov
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN3209-AA50)



I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
-remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional
-replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5 year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests
-remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harraser
-place nonprofit charities (501(c) (3) organizations) on an equal fotting with large
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers



mailto:ttamler@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Cindy Salamone
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:56:31 PM
Attachments: image.png


Cynthia Salamone


Sent from my iPad



mailto:crsalamone@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov








From: Jane Fisher
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulations (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:43:03 PM
Attachments: 716FF2B6-4E2E-4148-9D70-23DA7A8793E6.png


Jane Fisher


Sent from the all new AOL app for iOS



mailto:fisherj111@verizon.net

mailto:usoge@oge.gov

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/aol-news-email-weather-video/id646100661








From: Kathleen Henig
To: Contact OGE
Subject: LEGAL EXPENSE FUND REGULATION (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:48:56 PM
Attachments: image.png



mailto:khboo@aol.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov








From: Amy Judd
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:57:23 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


1) remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


2) replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


3) remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


4) place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:aljudd@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Laura
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:27:34 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 
OGE should: 


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation
optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year
recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from
influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests; 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual
harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal
footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for
whistleblowers.


Regards,
Laura Bubulka



mailto:lab020569@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Kellie Doucet
To: USOGE
Subject: Ethics Rules (or lack of)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:50:27 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Kellie Doucet
kelliedoucet@gmail.com


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:kelliedoucet@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Skup
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:30:35 PM


 I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Regards,
Sandra Kupelian






mailto:skup1537@comcast.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Lusky, Benjamin
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:50:49 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove 
the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement 
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations 
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;  
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place 
nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by 
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,


Ben Lusky



mailto:ben@lusky.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Renee Wolf
To: USOGE
Subject: Fwd: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:56:42 PM


---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Renee Wolf <reneewolf1234@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Jun 17, 2022 at 9:17 AM
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
To: <ContactOGE@oge.gov>


To whom it may concern,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


The fact that as a citizen, I have to even tell you this is ridiculous. A law isn’t a law if you
make it optional. This is just one of a million reasons why all areas of government are losing
the public’s trust. “Rules for thee, but not for me” seems to be the operating agenda. Please
address this as requested above.


Renee C. Ham



mailto:reneewolf1234@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov

mailto:reneewolf1234@gmail.com

mailto:ContactOGE@oge.gov






From: Elissabeth V Legendre
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:54:41 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
Elissabeth 



mailto:elissabethlegendre@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Koss, Lorelei
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:53:44 PM


 
I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. I would like OGE to: 


1. remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
2. replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement


that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


3. remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser--this is especially
awful; and 


4.  place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
Lorelei Koss Yarnell



mailto:koss@dickinson.edu

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Maggie Mulhearn
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:53:09 PM
Attachments: image1.png


Margaret Mulhearn
143 Rogers Road Apt 103
Kittery, ME 03904



mailto:mmulhearn@outlook.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov








From: Maggie Mulhearn
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:54:50 PM
Attachments: image1.png


Margaret Mulhearn
143 Rogers Road Apt 103
Kittery, ME 03904



mailto:mmulhearn@outlook.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov








From: Kelly Cameron
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:46:35 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit charities
(501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal
counsel for whistleblowers.
 
 


Kelly Cameron
Cameron Telecom Law
+1 (301) 768-7263
kcameron@camerontelecomlaw.com
Skype:  kelly.cameronusa


CONFIDENTIAL: This communication, including attachments, is intended for the
exclusive use of the named addressee(s).  This information may be
privileged, proprietary and/or confidential information and any review,
disclosure, dissemination or other use by any method, to include electronic,
is strictly prohibited.  If you are not the intended recipient and have
received this communication in error, please inform the sender of the error
by return email and immediately permanently delete the material from your
computer.  Thank you.



mailto:kcameron@camerontelecomlaw.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov
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From: Rachel Swaby
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:49:49 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should: 


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Best,


Rachel



mailto:rachelswaby@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: twardwentling@cox.net
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:02:47 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year
recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from
influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or
the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual
harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal
footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel
for whistleblowers.
 
Thank you for your work on this important tool to fight
corruption in our government.
Teresa Ward-Wentling
Arizona



mailto:twardwentling@cox.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Marisa Raymond
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:52:20 PM


To whom it may concern,


I am writing as an American citizen living abroad. The world is watching, in shock, at 
the systemic corruption that is not only being revealed but is continuing to flourish in 
the US government. I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as 
drafted. OGE should: - remove the exception that makes compliance with the 
regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement 
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations 
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place 
nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms 
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Restore the faith of Americans, and the world, that the US government is a leader in 
creating a more transparent and just system that serves all citizens.


Sincerely,
Marisa Raymond 


-- Marisa Raymond, MS MPH CGC
Board-certified Genetic Counselor and parent coach
http://marisaraymond.com



mailto:marisa.raymond@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov

http://marisaraymond.com/






From: Elizabeth Ryan
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:00:01 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:liz.ryan@mac.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Daphne Main
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:03:44 PM


Compliance with a government code of ethics should NEVER be optional!!!!!!!!!!


There should be a longer time period (5 years) for recusal to prevent any cash or other gifts
from having any influence on decisions, policies, or regulations affecting the
government employee/consultant or their industries in which they have substantial interests.


These are your and my tax dollars here--let's protect them from corruption or grift.
Thank You
Daphne Main


replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
-- 
Daphne Main, PhD, CPA
Associate Professor and Coordinator of Accounting
Joseph A. Butt, SJ College of Business
Loyola University New Orleans, Campus Box 15
6363 St. Charles Avenue
New Orleans, LA 70118


dmain@loyno.edu
office: 504.864.7936
Fax: 504.864.7970
College Office: 504.864.7944
www.business.loyno.edu



mailto:dmain@loyno.edu

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:dmain@loyno.edu

http://www.business.loyno.edu/






From: Jill Way
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed rule: legal expense fund regulation RIN 3209-AA50
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:48:11 PM


I oppose oge's legal expense fund regulation as drafted. Oge should remove the exception that
makes compliance with the regulation optional. 
Jill Way
Madison, WI



mailto:jillmway@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Jill Way
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed rule: legal expense fund regulation RIN 3209-AA50
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:49:09 PM


I oppose oge's legal expense fund regulation as drafted. Oge should remove the exception that
makes compliance with the regulation optional. 
Jill Way
Madison, WI



mailto:jillmway@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Erin Stevens
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:51:21 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
1 - remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional
2 - replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5 - year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests
3 - remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser
4 - place non-profit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistlblowers.



mailto:dolphins2005@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Karen Waple
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:42:20 PM


From: Karen Waple <kwaple@gmail.com>
Date: June 16, 2022 at 4:05:02 PM CDT
To: ContactOGE@oge.gov
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)



I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should
do the following:


(1) remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; (2)
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests; (3) remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser; and (4) place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for
whistleblowers.


Thank you for your consideration,
Karen Waple
Brookfield, WI



mailto:kwaple@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Wendy Noyb
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:26:18 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.  OGE should:
1) remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional.
2) replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests.
3) Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser.
4) place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,


Wendy Keil-Gonzales
9630 S Flower Way
Littleton, CO 80127


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:benlootoo@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Walter Shaub
To: USOGE
Subject: Comment On OGE Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: “Legal Expense Fund Regulation” 87 Fed. Reg. 23769 (RIN


3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:26:35 PM
Attachments: POGO comment on OGE"s proposed legal expense fund regulation.pdf


Attached is a comment on OGE's Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: “Legal Expense Fund
Regulation” 87 Fed. Reg. 23769 (RIN 3209–AA50). This comment is filed on behalf of the
Project On Government Oversight.


Walter M. Shaub, Jr.
Senior Ethics Fellow
 
Sign up for The Bridge, my free newsletter
on government ethics and accountability
 
(he/him)


 
Project On Government Oversight | pogo.org
1100 13th Street NW, Suite 800, Washington DC 20005
 


    



mailto:Walter.Shaub@pogo.org

mailto:usoge@oge.gov

https://secure.everyaction.com/12rmHB32-Eyz8IRfVgxZTw2

http://www.pogo.org/

https://www.facebook.com/pogo.org

https://twitter.com/pogowatchdog

https://www.instagram.com/pogowatchdog/?hl=en

https://www.youtube.com/POGOwatchdog






Comment on OGE Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: “Legal Expense Fund Regulation” 87 
Fed. Reg. 23769 (RIN 3209–AA50) 



The Project On Government Oversight (POGO) submits this comment on the notice of proposed 
rulemaking concerning legal expense funds, 87 Fed. Reg. 23769, that the U.S. Office of 
Government Ethics (OGE) issued on April 21, 2022.  



While POGO commends OGE for undertaking this rulemaking, the effort is rendered 
meaningless by an exception that swallows the rule. A loophole in the regulation would allow 
officials to ignore the new restrictions it establishes. Unless this loophole is closed, OGE would 
permit officials to continue existing fundraising practices for legal expenses — practices that 
OGE admits in its rulemaking notice have “lacked transparency and created concerns regarding 
the appearance of corruption.”  



America deserves better than optional government ethics. 



OGE also proposes to loosen its gift rules without adequate safeguards. The regulation would, 
for the first time in OGE’s history, expressly allow federal employees to accept large gifts of 
cash from sources outside the government. Unless OGE requires employees to implement broad 
and lengthy recusals from matters affecting the donors of such gifts, this change risks creating an 
appearance of corruption. OGE has chosen, instead, to require only a narrow and short-lived 
recusal. Worse, employees could choose not to recuse at all if they decide — for themselves — 
that a reasonable person would trust their impartiality.  



These are not the only concerns. The regulation would compel anonymous whistleblowers to 
submit information that could lead to exposure of their identities. The regulation would also 
permit for-profit law firms, including firms that lobby for regulated industries and foreign 
governments, to supply unlimited legal support to top political appointees; however, it would 
deny a nonprofit whistleblower protection organization the opportunity to do the same. The 
regulation unnecessarily risks intimidating victims of sexual harassment by emphasizing that a 
senior military officer facing “court-martial charges for sexual harassment” can raise funds for 
legal expenses. POGO’s comment addresses these and other significant problems with the 
regulation. 



The Fatal Flaw 



This proposed regulation will achieve nothing unless OGE removes the exception at 
2635.1002(b)(2), which makes compliance optional. That provision would allow executive 
branch officials to continue relying on the gift rule exclusions and exceptions they have 
historically cited to justify legal expense funds. As OGE recognizes, reliance on these existing 
authorities has already given rise to public concerns about an “appearance of corruption” that the 
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notice of proposed rulemaking says “OGE shares.” 
 
The origin of those public concerns is well documented. Five senators — one of whom is now 
the vice president — planted the seed for this rulemaking when they wrote to OGE on August 2, 
2018, about an unethical, multi-party legal expense fund blessed by OGE’s then-acting director 
(who currently serves as general counsel). That fund, The Patriot Legal Expense Fund Trust, 
LLC (“Patriot Fund”), was structured as an opaque political organization.1 The senators sounded 
the alarm about the risks of corruption that the fund posed: 
 



The Fund lacks transparency: both donors and recipients could potentially be 
shielded from public disclosure and it is impossible to know which donors 
supplied money for contributions to which employees, making it impossible to 
discern whether donations are legal or ethical. The Fund also creates the potential 
for influencing witness testimony. While the fund manager cannot reward 
recipients monetarily for favorable testimony after-the-fact, there is no prohibition 
on pressuring witnesses to provide favorable testimony beforehand or numerous 
other potential ways of incentivizing such testimony. Finally, the structure of the 
Fund could allow donations from prohibited sources to reach federal officials.2 



 
In a response dated September 11, 2018, OGE’s director pledged to issue a regulation that would 
make legal expense funds “transparent, open, and accessible to the public.”3 Nine months later, 
OGE received another letter from several senators, including two who had not signed the first. 
They wrote that they remained concerned “about the structure of the [Patriot Fund] and the 
prospect that future funds might be structured in a similar fashion if OGE does not take 
regulatory action.”4  
 
As OGE’s notice of proposed rulemaking reveals, these senators had cause for concern. Nothing 
in the proposed regulation would prevent a repeat of the Patriot Fund debacle. Despite the 
director’s promise to concerned senators, this proposed regulation will not make legal expense 
funds “transparent, open, and accessible to the public” — because the exception at 
2635.1002(b)(2) will negate every restriction it establishes.  
 
OGE’s decision to include a rule-gutting exception in the proposed regulation begs the question: 
Why is OGE bothering to pursue this rulemaking effort? Issuing a final rule that contains this 
exception would make a farce of the office’s responsibility to oversee an effective executive 



 
1 Walter M. Shaub, Jr., “Trump’s Ethics Office has blessed an unethical legal defense fund for the president’s 
associates,” Los Angeles Times, February 9, 2018, https://www.latimes.com/opinion/op-ed/la-oe-shaub-patriot-fund-
20180209-story.html.    
2 Letter from Senator Margaret Hassan and other senators to Emory Rounds, Director, Office of Government Ethics, 
August 2, 2018, https://www.hassan.senate.gov/news/press-releases/senator-hassan-leads-letter-asking-the-office-of-
government-ethics-to-review-problematic-legal-expense-fund-set-up-for-trump-personnel-involved-in-russia-
investigation.    
3 Letter from Emory Rounds, Director, Office of Government Ethics, to Senator Margaret Hassan and other 
senators, September 11, 2018, 
https://www.oge.gov/Web/OGE.nsf/Congressional%20Correspondence/495516AF975202A7852585B6005A1FE4.    
4 Letter from Senator Margaret Hassan and other senators to Emory Rounds, Director, Office of Government Ethics, 
June 11, 2019, https://www.hassan.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/OGELegalExpenseFundReg.Final.pdf.  





https://www.latimes.com/opinion/op-ed/la-oe-shaub-patriot-fund-20180209-story.html


https://www.latimes.com/opinion/op-ed/la-oe-shaub-patriot-fund-20180209-story.html


https://www.hassan.senate.gov/news/press-releases/senator-hassan-leads-letter-asking-the-office-of-government-ethics-to-review-problematic-legal-expense-fund-set-up-for-trump-personnel-involved-in-russia-investigation


https://www.hassan.senate.gov/news/press-releases/senator-hassan-leads-letter-asking-the-office-of-government-ethics-to-review-problematic-legal-expense-fund-set-up-for-trump-personnel-involved-in-russia-investigation


https://www.hassan.senate.gov/news/press-releases/senator-hassan-leads-letter-asking-the-office-of-government-ethics-to-review-problematic-legal-expense-fund-set-up-for-trump-personnel-involved-in-russia-investigation


https://www.oge.gov/Web/OGE.nsf/Congressional%20Correspondence/495516AF975202A7852585B6005A1FE4


https://www.hassan.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/OGELegalExpenseFundReg.Final.pdf
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branch ethics program. It would betray OGE’s promise to the senators and its duty to the public.  
 
A Gift Exception Without Guardrails  
 
In the notice of rulemaking, OGE proposes to let employees accept gifts of cash or legal services. 
This policy shift is crafted to allow cash donations from individuals who seek to influence 
official policy, those who do business with the employees’ agencies, or those who have business 
interests the agencies regulate. The new regulation would allow employees to accept unlimited 
legal support from law firms, including firms that are registered lobbying organizations or 
foreign agents, while restricting support from public interest groups.  
 
Stronger Recusal Obligation Needed 
 
OGE has proposed to mitigate the risks of preferential treatment for donors by requiring that 
employees who receive gifts of cash or services recuse themselves from matters directly 
involving the donors. But the recusal guidelines OGE establishes in 2635.1002(c) are too weak 
for several reasons: 
 



● The recusal only lasts for one year, which is too short a duration for an employee’s 
gratitude to a donor to fade.   



● The scope of the recusal covers only a particular matter involving specific parties, and it 
does not include regulations or other industry-wide matters affecting a donor (particular 
matters of general applicability). This recusal is too narrow. Should an employee 
participate in a policy matter that benefits the donor of a cash gift, it would likely create a 
public perception that the donor purchased a favor. 



● Rather than creating a new recusal obligation, OGE merely cross-references its 
impartiality regulation, 5 C.F.R. § 2635.502. Under that provision, the agency could 
waive the recusal and let the employee participate in a matter directly involving the 
donor. But a waiver might not even be necessary: that provision does not require recusal 
unless the employee believes a “reasonable person” would question their impartiality. 
Under the current provision, therefore, by simply refusing to acknowledge an obvious 
concern, an employee could legally refuse to recuse.  



 
This weak recusal standard is no match for the serious risks that OGE’s proposed regulation 
would create. Instead of using the language in its proposed regulation, OGE should impose the 
following recusal obligations, with no option for a waiver: 
 



● Any employee who receives a cash donation should be required to recuse for five years 
from any particular matter affecting the donor’s financial interests, the donor’s employer, 
or any for-profit business in which the donor has a substantial interest. A donor should be 
deemed to have a substantial interest if the donor is a member of the board of directors or 
holds at least 5% of the ownership interests in the business. 



● Any employee who receives pro bono legal services should be required to recuse for five 
years from any particular matter involving specific parties in which the service provider 
is a party or represents a party.  
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Payment of Legal Expenses by a Nonprofit 
 
In the preamble to this proposed rulemaking, OGE solicits comments on “whether employees 
may accept legal services at a reduced cost or free of charge when the legal services are paid for 
by a nonprofit organization, such as a 501(c)(3) or 501(c)(4), but the services are provided by 
attorneys outside of that organization.” POGO urges OGE to permit the payment of legal 
services by 501(c)(3) nonprofits. POGO does not support permitting the same for 501(c)(4) 
organizations, which can legally engage in unlimited lobbying and some electioneering work. 
 
Permitting 501(c)(3) nonprofits to hire legal counsel for federal employees would put them on an 
equal footing with for-profit law firms, which could provide gifts of pro bono services under 
OGE’s proposed regulation. Large law firms routinely influence the government on behalf of 
for-profit industries and foreign governments. One prominent law firm in Washington, D.C., for 
example, earned over $6 billion in gross revenue in 2021 alone,5 and the law firm that created 
the Patriot Fund registered as a foreign agent in 2012.6 It makes no sense at all to allow pro bono 
services from these politically connected, paid influence peddlers while barring assistance from 
public interest groups.   
 
Any exception for nonprofit organizations, however, should be limited to organizations that 
legitimately serve the public interest. Impermissible donors should not be allowed to skirt the 
rules by creating new nonprofits to evade regulatory restrictions. OGE should restrict donations 
to organizations described in section 501(c)(3) of the tax code that have been operational for at 
least two years and have an established record of involvement in issues related to government 
integrity, whistleblower protection, federal employment policies, or fraud, waste, and abuse in 
the government. 
 
OGE should also expressly permit representation and funding by federal employee unions, 
consistent with the declaration in 5 U.S.C. § 7101(a)(1) that representation by federal employee 
unions safeguards the public interest. 
 
Conceptual Error in the Eligibility Requirements for Donors of Pro Bono Services 
 
There is a conceptual error in the provision that restricts who can donate pro bono services. In 
2635.1009(a)(1), OGE writes that the donor can be an individual who is not a lobbyist or foreign 
agent. In 2635.1009(a)(2), OGE writes that the donor can be any person who does not have      
“interests that may be substantially affected by the performance or nonperformance of an 
employee’s official duties.” Because the disjunctive “or” separates these two paragraphs, 
paragraph (a)(2) negates the requirements of paragraph (a)(1). An individual who is a lobbyist or 
foreign agent will not qualify under paragraph (a)(1), but paragraph (a)(2) will allow that 
individual to provide pro bono services to an executive branch employee. 
 
The following language would both correct the error in 2635.1009 and allow legitimate 



 
5 “Kirkland & Ellis LLP,” ALM Global, LLC, https://www.law.com/law-firm-profile/?id=173&name=Kirkland-
Ellis&slreturn=20220504114530. 
6 Wiley Rein LLP, FARA Registration (Form NSD-1), June 8, 2012, https://efile.fara.gov/docs/6108-Registration-
Statement-20120611-1.pdf.  





https://www.law.com/law-firm-profile/?id=173&name=Kirkland-Ellis&slreturn=20220504114530
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nonprofits and federal employee unions to provide or sponsor pro bono legal services: 
 



   (a) Acceptance of permissible pro bono legal services. An employee may solicit or accept 
the provision of pro bono legal services for legal matters arising in connection with the 
employee’s past or current official position, the employee’s prior position on a campaign, or 
the employee’s prior position on a Presidential Transition Team from: 



   (1) Any individual who: 
   (i) Is not an agent of a foreign government as defined in 5 U.S.C. 7342(a)(2); 
   (ii) Is not a lobbyist as defined by 2 U.S.C. 1602(10) who is currently registered 
pursuant to 2 U.S.C. 1603(a); and 
   (iii) Does not have interests that may be substantially affected by the performance or 
nonperformance of the employee’s official duties; 



   (2) A non-profit organization that: 
(i) is described in section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code; 
(ii) has existed and been operational for at least two years; and 
(iii) has an established record of involvement in issues related to government 
integrity, whistleblower protection, federal employment policies, or fraud, waste, 
and abuse in the government; or 



   (3) the exclusive representative of the employee’s bargaining unit, as defined in 5 U.S.C. 
7103(16). 



   (b) An individual described in paragraph (a)(1) may accept funding, staffing support, and 
other resources in connection with the representation of the employee from an organization 
that does not have interests that may be substantially affected by the performance or 
nonperformance of an employee’s official duties, provided that the organization is— 



   (1) a law firm that is the individual’s primary employer;  
   (2) a non-profit organization described in paragraph (a)(2); or 
   (3) a labor organization described in paragraph (a)(3). 
 



Whistleblowers 
 
POGO applauds OGE’s desire to protect federal whistleblowers in this rulemaking, but changes 
to the proposed regulation are necessary to accomplish that aim. OGE must make every effort to 
avoid the exposure of anonymous whistleblowers. The danger of such exposure cannot be 
overstated, as illustrated by the sentencing of a Michigan man to federal prison last year for 
threatening the life of a federal whistleblower’s attorney.7  
 
Procedures for Whistleblowers  
 
Even though they can seek prior approval from OGE rather than their agencies, subjecting legal 
expense funds to a prior approval process jeopardizes the anonymity of whistleblowers. Rather 
than requiring individualized approval, OGE should let whistleblowers use a model trust 
agreement published on its website. The model could include a declaration that the trustee meets 
the criteria in 2635.1004(c). This approach is consistent with the standard in 2635.1004(g)(i), 
which mandates approval of any compliant trust agreement when the trustee meets eligibility 



 
7 Josh Gerstein, “Man who threatened whistleblower's lawyer gets 1-year sentence,” Politico, June 10, 2021, 
https://www.politico.com/news/2021/06/10/man-threatened-whistleblower-gets-sentence-493159.  





https://www.politico.com/news/2021/06/10/man-threatened-whistleblower-gets-sentence-493159
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requirements.  
 
There’s also already a precedent for this approach. OGE published a model trust agreement for 
legal expense funds before the Patriot Fund scandal.8 The office could modify that model to 
conform to the proposed regulation. As OGE did with a model qualified blind trust agreement, 
OGE could make the use of the model legal expense fund trust mandatory for any whistleblower 
who elects not to seek individualized prior approval.9 
 
The proposed quarterly reporting requirements for whistleblowers also create risk. In some cases, 
releasing donors’ names may give clues about a whistleblower’s identity or employing agency 
(e.g., a donation from an association of current and former FBI agents). To mitigate this risk, 
OGE should allow whistleblowers to file each quarterly report up to one year after the normal 
deadline. 
 
OGE’s plans for intelligence community employees create even greater risks. In the case of any 
document received from a covert intelligence community whistleblower, 2635.1004(f)(2) 
provides that OGE will “handle the document as classified, according to procedures agreed upon 
with the employee’s agency.” By contacting the employing agency to negotiate procedures, OGE 
will reveal that a member of the agency’s staff is a whistleblower. This disclosure risks 
triggering an intensive hunt for the whistleblower by officials skilled in uncovering information. 
OGE should protect national security and whistleblowers by exempting covert intelligence 
community whistleblowers from reporting requirements.  
 
It is important for OGE to understand that even requiring whistleblowers to coordinate with OGE 
may chill whistleblowing activity. OGE is, after all, led by a political appointee who works 
closely with the White House. The office cannot guarantee that all future directors will 
scrupulously guard the anonymity of whistleblowers. In the case of intelligence community 
whistleblowers, POGO also questions whether OGE has the capacity to secure classified records. 
Confidentiality and the perception of confidentiality are essential to encouraging truth-tellers to 
come forward in the public interest. Any risks OGE may perceive in this recommended approach 
are vastly outweighed by the risks that compromising whistleblower anonymity would pose to 
government integrity. 
 
Definition of “Whistleblower” 
 
POGO is glad that OGE’s definition of “whistleblower” covers individuals who “believe” they 
qualify for whistleblower protections, even if they later fail to persuade the government that they 
do. But the definition needs to be broader. It should also cover: 
 



● federal officials who are covered by OGE’s regulations but are not covered by 5 U.S.C. 
§ 2302, including military officers, FBI agents, commissioned corps members, and 



 
8 Office of Government Ethics, “Legal Expense Trust Fund Template,” August 15, 2017, 
https://www.oge.gov/Web/OGE.nsf/37bf4d7550bd126d852585de0063e635/869d09198a93fa9c852585b6005a1dc7?
OpenDocument.  
9 Office of Government Ethics, “Model Qualified Blind Trust Agreement,” 
 https://oge.gov/Web/oge.nsf/Resources/Model+Qualified+Blind+Trust+Agreement.  
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Postal Service employees;  
● employees who exercise their right to petition or furnish information to Congress 



pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 7211 – like Lt. Col. Alexander Vindman (ret.), who filed a 
retaliation lawsuit after testifying in an impeachment hearing;10  



● employees who suffer retaliation based on their association with, or assistance to, a 
whistleblower or congressional witness – like Lt. Col. Yevgeny Vindman, whom the 
Defense Department inspector general determined, by a preponderance of the evidence, 
was a victim of retaliation for his brother’s congressional testimony;11 



● employees who are not whistleblowers but fear retaliation or investigation because they 
are suspected of being whistleblowers – including executive branch employees who face 
the sort of investigation that Supreme Court clerks are now facing;12 and 



● employees who face retaliation for using legitimate channels of dissent – like State 
Department employees who use the official “Dissent Channel.”13 



 
Other Concerns 
  
In addition to the concerns outlined above, there are a several other sections that POGO 
recommends OGE revisit: 
 
2635.1003 (Example 2) – This example poses a hypothetical involving a legal expense fund for a 
senior military officer facing court martial for sexual harassment. OGE should replace this 
example with one that does not risk intimidating victims of sexual harassment. To understand the 
stakes, OGE should review POGO’s report on the Department of Homeland Security’s failure to 
protect employees from sexual harassment and retaliation for reporting sexual harassment.14 
 
2635.1003 (definition of “Arising in connection with employee’s past or current official 
position”) – To avoid creating opportunities for persons outside the government to influence top 
officials, OGE should modify 2635.1003 to emphasize that this definition does not cover 
assisting individuals with presidential nominations for Senate-confirmed positions.15  
 
2635.1004(g)(2)(ii) and 2635.1007(f)(2)(ii) – The proposed regulation indicates that OGE will 
conduct a second-level review of legal expense funds for officials listed in 2635.1004(g)(2)(ii) 



 
10 Michael Schmidt, “Vindman, Key Figure in Trump Impeachment, Alleges Retaliation in Lawsuit,” New York 
Times, February 2, 2022, https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/02/us/politics/alexander-vindman-trump-lawsuit.html.    
11 Jordan Williams, “Pentagon IG finds Vindman’s brother ‘likely’ faced retaliation by Trump officials,” The Hill, 
May 18, 2022, https://thehill.com/policy/defense/3493128-pentagon-ig-finds-vindmans-brother-faced-retaliation-by-
trump-officials/.  
12 Tierney Sneed, “Escalation of the Supreme Court's leak probe puts clerks in a 'no-win' situation,” Politico, June 1, 
2022, https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/01/politics/supreme-court-clerks-leak-investigation-phones-affidavit-
abortion/index.html.    
13 Department of State, “Dissent Channel,” 2 FAM 070, https://fam.state.gov/fam/02fam/02fam0070.html.  
14 Adam Zagorin and Nick Schwellenbach, “Protecting the Predators at DHS,” Project On Government Oversight, 
April 7, 2022, https://www.pogo.org/investigation/2022/04/protecting-the-predators-at-dhs.   
15 See Nick Miroff, “Trump’s Homeland Security pick is caught up in a conflict of interest complaint,” Washington 
Post, November 16, 2017, https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/trumps-homeland-security-
pick-is-now-caught-up-in-a-conflict-of-interest-complaint/2017/11/15/8e029866-ca26-11e7-aa96-
54417592cf72_story.html.  





https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/02/us/politics/alexander-vindman-trump-lawsuit.html


https://thehill.com/policy/defense/3493128-pentagon-ig-finds-vindmans-brother-faced-retaliation-by-trump-officials/


https://thehill.com/policy/defense/3493128-pentagon-ig-finds-vindmans-brother-faced-retaliation-by-trump-officials/


https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/01/politics/supreme-court-clerks-leak-investigation-phones-affidavit-abortion/index.html


https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/01/politics/supreme-court-clerks-leak-investigation-phones-affidavit-abortion/index.html


https://fam.state.gov/fam/02fam/02fam0070.html


https://www.pogo.org/investigation/2022/04/protecting-the-predators-at-dhs


https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/trumps-homeland-security-pick-is-now-caught-up-in-a-conflict-of-interest-complaint/2017/11/15/8e029866-ca26-11e7-aa96-54417592cf72_story.html


https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/trumps-homeland-security-pick-is-now-caught-up-in-a-conflict-of-interest-complaint/2017/11/15/8e029866-ca26-11e7-aa96-54417592cf72_story.html


https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/trumps-homeland-security-pick-is-now-caught-up-in-a-conflict-of-interest-complaint/2017/11/15/8e029866-ca26-11e7-aa96-54417592cf72_story.html
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and 2635.1007(f)(2)(ii). The list includes officials whose financial disclosure reports OGE 
reviews, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. app. § 103, and certain other White House appointees. OGE should 
expand this list to include agency heads whose disclosures OGE does not review. The need for 
increased oversight became clear when a former director of the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention resigned amid an ethics scandal.16 
 
2635.1006(c) – Placing a cap on the size of donations may have the unintended effect of 
multiplying conflicts of interest by increasing the number of donors. OGE could lift the cap on 
donations and, instead, require the employee to recuse from any particular matter affecting a cash 
donor, the donor’s employer, and any business entity in which the donor has a substantial 
interest. 
 
Structure of Legal Defense Funds 
 
POGO applauds OGE’s decision to require all legal expense funds to be structured as single-
beneficiary trusts for which the sole beneficiary is the grantor. Permitting legal expense funds to 
be structured as political organizations or to have multiple beneficiaries would be disastrous 
because these alternate structures lack transparency, give financial leverage over the employee to 
outside parties with no fiduciary duty to the employees, and fail to prevent impermissible parties 
from donating to employees. The public and congressional outrage over the Patriot Fund is 
evidence of the harm to public trust in government that such structures inflict. 
 
Conclusion 
 
POGO opposes this regulation in its current form and proposes several changes to improve it. 
 
Most importantly, OGE has made the shocking decision to include an exception in this 
regulation that would give federal officials the option to ignore the new restrictions it establishes. 
Issuing a final regulation without eliminating that exception would betray the promise OGE gave 
senators to make legal expense funds “transparent, open, and accessible to the public.” That 
betrayal would inflict a serious wound to OGE’s credibility, for the public would see this 
regulation as a sham to quell public outrage over the government’s abusive legal expense fund 
practices.  
 
The proposed regulation fails to establish adequate safeguards to ensure that a new policy of 
permitting large cash gifts will not corrupt government activities. While OGE would require 
employees to recuse from matters involving donors, the proposed recusal is short-lived and 
riddled with loopholes. Employees would be free to decide not to recuse based on a personal 
belief that the public blindly trusts their impartiality. Even in cases where employees 
acknowledge the public’s concern, agency officials could waive the recusal obligation. 
 
POGO objects to OGE’s decision to bar public interest groups from defending whistleblowers 
while permitting massive for-profit law firms that are registered as lobbying organizations and 



 
16 Debra Goldschmidt and Ben Tinker, “CDC Director Brenda Fitzgerald resigns,” CNN, January 31, 2018, 
https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/31/health/cdc-director-fitzgerald-resigns-bn/index.html.  





https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/31/health/cdc-director-fitzgerald-resigns-bn/index.html
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foreign agents to provide pro bono services to top political appointees. OGE should permit 
support for whistleblowers from 501(c)(3) nonprofits with established records of public service.  
 
The proposed regulation negatively impacts whistleblowers in other ways. OGE’s overly 
legalistic definition of “whistleblower” excludes a broad range of patriotic truth-tellers who risk 
everything to protect government integrity, including employees who exercise their statutory 
right to petition Congress. OGE’s proposed rule would afford some procedural protections to a 
narrowly defined group of whistleblowers, but these procedures do not go far enough to protect 
them. The solution is to protect a broader range of truth-tellers and to give them the option of 
using a model legal trust agreement in lieu of seeking individualized approval. 
 
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the proposed rule. POGO urges you to adopt its 
suggestions to avoid wasting an opportunity to strengthen the government’s ethics rules. 
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From: Tom Krpata
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:03:20 PM


 
Optional ethics? You cannot be serious.
 
I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
 


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional, compliance MUST
be mandatory;


 
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


 
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


 
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


 
 
Sincerely,
Tom Krpata
67 Rockwood Ln
Upton, MA 01568



mailto:tom.krpata@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Kathleen McCormack
To: Contact OGE
Cc: Kathleen McCormack
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:11:27 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Yours sincerely,


Kathleen McCormack
31 Park St Apt 5
Brookline MA 02446
kathmcc@yahoo.com


Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone



mailto:kathmcc@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:kathmcc@yahoo.com

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/?.src=iOS






From: rkclmbr@comcast.net
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:55:56 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
 


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


 
Respectfully,
 
Rich Millard
Seattle, WA



mailto:rkclmbr@comcast.net

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Matt O"Brien
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:57:41 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing
them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:tamerbinto@yahoo.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Ruth Ann Stiles
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:58:15 PM
Attachments: image.png


Sincerely, 
Ruth Ann Stiles



mailto:ruthannstiles@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov








From: Jack McLaughlin
To: USOGE
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:50:50 PM
Attachments: image.png


John M. McLaughlin Jr.
Email:  Jackmac185@gmail.com
Phone:  267-614-2874



mailto:jackmac185@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov

mailto:Jackmac185@gmail.com








From: Tim Lach
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:15:38 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: remove the exception
that makes compliance with the regulation optional; replace the proposed recusal requirement with a
broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies,
or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; remove the
offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3)
organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for
whistleblowers.


-- 
Best regards,
Timothy Lach



mailto:timothy.lach@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Eily Murray
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:41:51 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you.



mailto:e2m2m2@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Sandy Clark
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:56:42 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
 


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


 
Sandra Clark
4320 Millwood Road
Mount Airy, MD 21771



mailto:slclark@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Pamela Goloskie
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:58:49 PM


This should not be OPTIONAL! Please make it mandatory. Government corruption is 
making people lose faith in the entire government. 


Increase the recusal period from 1 year to 5 years. 


Please work to make the government FOR THE PEOPLE. 


Pamela Goloskie
201 Thorndike Street
Lowell, MA 01852. 



mailto:pgoloskie@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Kirsten Connelly
To: Contact OGE
Cc: Kirsten Connelly
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:37:25 PM


To whom it may concern:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


1-Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; this is nonsense and does not solve the
problem this legislation is aiming to solve.
2-Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
3-Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; AND
4-Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Please ensure this legislation has merit and integrity.


Kirsten Connelly
CA 94596
510-520-8579



mailto:connellykirsten@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:connellykirsten@gmail.com






From: greg ballard
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:56:29 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement 
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations 
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law 
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Respectfully,


G. Ballard



Sent from my iPhone



mailto:pucduck@hotmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Nathan Saxton
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:31:00 PM


Hello,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,


Nathan Saxton
Tucson, AZ



mailto:nwsaxton@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Philip Washington
To: USOGE
Subject: Opposition to OPTIONAL ethics rules
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:55:10 PM


It goes without saying that making ethics rules optional completely defeats the purpose of ethics rules.


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; allowing corrupt individuals to opt in is
like asking a rabid raccoon to calm down, it’s beyond its natural capacity, given it is rabid.


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


An American concerned with the gross negligence and corruption of our government processes,
Philip Washington
Edmond, Oklahoma 73013
405-762-1427


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:philip.ryan.washington@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Ted Ryan
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:34:21 PM


Dear Office of Government Ethics,
 
I strenuously oppose OGE's proposed legal expense regulation as drafted. OGE should:
-remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional
-replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them
or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
-remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
-place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
 
Seriously, how can it make sense to make compliance optional?
 
Thank you.
 
Theodore G Ryan, PhD
US Citizen
Resident of Chapel Hill, NC



mailto:theodore.ryan@duke.edu

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Steven Dissinger
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation(RIN3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:09:16 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
*remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional.
*replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests
*remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harrasser; and
*place non-profit charities(501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:stevodiss@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Jane Healy
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:07:57 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:  


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them
or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


 


Ethics are not --or should not be-- optional. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


Jane Healy 


Sioux Falls, SD  


 



mailto:jheitman22@hotmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Skup
To: USOGE
Subject: Fwd: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:52:16 PM


Please see comment below. 


Begin forwarded message:


From: Skup <skup1537@comcast.net>
Date: June 17, 2022 at 1:31:07 PM CDT
To: ContactOGE@oge.gov
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)


 I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Regards,
Sandra Kupelian 






mailto:skup1537@comcast.net

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: NKG
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:37:04 PM


>
> I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
>
> - remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
>
> - replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
>
> - remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
>
> - place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
>
> As a citizen, I believe ethics in government can never be optional.
>
> Nathalie Gilfrich
>
>
> Sent from my iPhone



mailto:nkgilfrich@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: P Hindera
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:47:38 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the 
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that 
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or 
the industries in which they have substantial interests; - remove the offensive example involving 
an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by 
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 


Patricia Hindera



mailto:hinderat@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Kristin M. Rusin
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:52:05 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your kind attention.
Kristin Rusin



mailto:kristinrusin@yahoo.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Leah M
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:56:25 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. OGE should:
remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader
5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire
legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Leah Miscavage
50 Lakeview Dr
Ocean Springs, MS 39564
Sent from my iPad



mailto:leahmiscavage@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Jennifer Gross
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:18:02 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


 - remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you.


Jennifer Gross



mailto:jmgross@ameritech.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Don Campfield
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:48:56 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents


donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them
or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; 
and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Don Campfield
DonCampfield@gmail.com



mailto:doncampfield@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov

mailto:DonCampfield@gmail.com






From: SHANNON GOLDING
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:00:27 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your attention to this matter.


S. Golding



mailto:sjbs318@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Jill Frederickson
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:16:48 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
OGE should:
* remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
* replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5 year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
*remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;
* place nonprofit charities (501c3 organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


ETHICS should not be OPTIONAL.
Regards-
Jill Frederickson
7115 22nd Ave.
Kenosha, WI 53143



mailto:handfullofstars@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Kathleen McCormack
To: USOGE
Cc: Kathleen McCormack
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:57:47 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Yours sincerely,


Kathleen McCormack
31 Park St Apt 5
Brookline MA 02446
kathmcc@yahoo.com


Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone



mailto:kathmcc@yahoo.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov

mailto:kathmcc@yahoo.com

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/?.src=iOS






From: Alyson Casey Dewar
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:51:48 PM


---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Alyson Casey Dewar <casey0222@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Jun 17, 2022 at 9:39 AM
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
To: <contactoge@oge.gov>


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Alyson Dewar
Winthrop, MA. 



mailto:casey0222@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov

mailto:casey0222@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Rob Cunningham
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:01:34 PM


I deeply oppose the proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted by the Office of
Government Ethics. Your current version will not help produce the kind of ethical government
we need; significant changes need to be made to your proposed regulation.


Here’s what I strongly believe OGE should do in its revision: 
• Remove the exception that says compliance with the regulation is optional
• Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader five-year requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing any decisions, any policies, or any regulations that
impact them or the industries in which they have substantial interests
• Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser
• Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers


I hope you will give genuine consideration to making these changes so your office will fulfill
its purpose and truly require ethical behavior from ALL of our government officials and
agencies.


Sincerely,


Robert A. Cunningham
Lewiston, Idaho



mailto:rac.editor@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Miriam Steinbock
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:17:35 PM


     Dear Sirs/Mesdames:


          I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as


drafted, making compliance with the regulation optional. 


          I believe OGE should:


1. remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
2. replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
3. remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
4. place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with
large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
      Thank you for your attention.
       Miriam Steinbock



mailto:miriamsteinbock@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Matt Pistilli
To: USOGE
Subject: Fwd: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:50:53 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional - absolutely no one
I know does anything that is optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader, rolling 5-year recusal requirement
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your consideration.


Matthew D. Pistilli, PhD
Gilbert, Iowa


-- 
**
Matthew D. Pistilli, PhD
e. mdpistilli@gmail.com
t. @mdpistilli



mailto:mdpistilli@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov

mailto:mdpistilli@gmail.com

https://twitter.com/mdpistilli






From: Lisa Davis
To: USOGE; Lisa Davis
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:58:00 PM


To Whom It May Concern,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.  OGE should:


<!--[if !supportLists]-->·       <!--[endif]-->remove the exception that makes compliance
with the regulation optional


<!--[if !supportLists]-->·       <!--[endif]-->replace the proposed recusal requirement with
a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from
influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which
they have substantial interests


<!--[if !supportLists]-->·       <!--[endif]-->remove the offensive example involving an
accused sexual harasser


<!--[if !supportLists]-->·       <!--[endif]-->Put nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations)
on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for
whistleblowers.


Sincerely,


Lisa J. Davis
A concerned citizen



mailto:ladyljd@yahoo.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov

mailto:lisa.davis@disney.com






From: Walter Shaub
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Comment On OGE Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: “Legal Expense Fund Regulation” 87 Fed. Reg. 23769 (RIN


3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:27:19 PM
Attachments: POGO comment on OGE"s proposed legal expense fund regulation.pdf


Attached is a comment on OGE's Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: “Legal Expense Fund
Regulation” 87 Fed. Reg. 23769 (RIN 3209–AA50). This comment is filed on behalf of the
Project On Government Oversight.


Walter M. Shaub, Jr.
Senior Ethics Fellow
 
Sign up for The Bridge, my free newsletter
on government ethics and accountability
 
(he/him)


 
Project On Government Oversight | pogo.org
1100 13th Street NW, Suite 800, Washington DC 20005
 


    



mailto:Walter.Shaub@pogo.org

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

https://secure.everyaction.com/12rmHB32-Eyz8IRfVgxZTw2

http://www.pogo.org/

https://www.facebook.com/pogo.org

https://twitter.com/pogowatchdog

https://www.instagram.com/pogowatchdog/?hl=en

https://www.youtube.com/POGOwatchdog






Comment on OGE Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: “Legal Expense Fund Regulation” 87 
Fed. Reg. 23769 (RIN 3209–AA50) 



The Project On Government Oversight (POGO) submits this comment on the notice of proposed 
rulemaking concerning legal expense funds, 87 Fed. Reg. 23769, that the U.S. Office of 
Government Ethics (OGE) issued on April 21, 2022.  



While POGO commends OGE for undertaking this rulemaking, the effort is rendered 
meaningless by an exception that swallows the rule. A loophole in the regulation would allow 
officials to ignore the new restrictions it establishes. Unless this loophole is closed, OGE would 
permit officials to continue existing fundraising practices for legal expenses — practices that 
OGE admits in its rulemaking notice have “lacked transparency and created concerns regarding 
the appearance of corruption.”  



America deserves better than optional government ethics. 



OGE also proposes to loosen its gift rules without adequate safeguards. The regulation would, 
for the first time in OGE’s history, expressly allow federal employees to accept large gifts of 
cash from sources outside the government. Unless OGE requires employees to implement broad 
and lengthy recusals from matters affecting the donors of such gifts, this change risks creating an 
appearance of corruption. OGE has chosen, instead, to require only a narrow and short-lived 
recusal. Worse, employees could choose not to recuse at all if they decide — for themselves — 
that a reasonable person would trust their impartiality.  



These are not the only concerns. The regulation would compel anonymous whistleblowers to 
submit information that could lead to exposure of their identities. The regulation would also 
permit for-profit law firms, including firms that lobby for regulated industries and foreign 
governments, to supply unlimited legal support to top political appointees; however, it would 
deny a nonprofit whistleblower protection organization the opportunity to do the same. The 
regulation unnecessarily risks intimidating victims of sexual harassment by emphasizing that a 
senior military officer facing “court-martial charges for sexual harassment” can raise funds for 
legal expenses. POGO’s comment addresses these and other significant problems with the 
regulation. 



The Fatal Flaw 



This proposed regulation will achieve nothing unless OGE removes the exception at 
2635.1002(b)(2), which makes compliance optional. That provision would allow executive 
branch officials to continue relying on the gift rule exclusions and exceptions they have 
historically cited to justify legal expense funds. As OGE recognizes, reliance on these existing 
authorities has already given rise to public concerns about an “appearance of corruption” that the 
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notice of proposed rulemaking says “OGE shares.” 
 
The origin of those public concerns is well documented. Five senators — one of whom is now 
the vice president — planted the seed for this rulemaking when they wrote to OGE on August 2, 
2018, about an unethical, multi-party legal expense fund blessed by OGE’s then-acting director 
(who currently serves as general counsel). That fund, The Patriot Legal Expense Fund Trust, 
LLC (“Patriot Fund”), was structured as an opaque political organization.1 The senators sounded 
the alarm about the risks of corruption that the fund posed: 
 



The Fund lacks transparency: both donors and recipients could potentially be 
shielded from public disclosure and it is impossible to know which donors 
supplied money for contributions to which employees, making it impossible to 
discern whether donations are legal or ethical. The Fund also creates the potential 
for influencing witness testimony. While the fund manager cannot reward 
recipients monetarily for favorable testimony after-the-fact, there is no prohibition 
on pressuring witnesses to provide favorable testimony beforehand or numerous 
other potential ways of incentivizing such testimony. Finally, the structure of the 
Fund could allow donations from prohibited sources to reach federal officials.2 



 
In a response dated September 11, 2018, OGE’s director pledged to issue a regulation that would 
make legal expense funds “transparent, open, and accessible to the public.”3 Nine months later, 
OGE received another letter from several senators, including two who had not signed the first. 
They wrote that they remained concerned “about the structure of the [Patriot Fund] and the 
prospect that future funds might be structured in a similar fashion if OGE does not take 
regulatory action.”4  
 
As OGE’s notice of proposed rulemaking reveals, these senators had cause for concern. Nothing 
in the proposed regulation would prevent a repeat of the Patriot Fund debacle. Despite the 
director’s promise to concerned senators, this proposed regulation will not make legal expense 
funds “transparent, open, and accessible to the public” — because the exception at 
2635.1002(b)(2) will negate every restriction it establishes.  
 
OGE’s decision to include a rule-gutting exception in the proposed regulation begs the question: 
Why is OGE bothering to pursue this rulemaking effort? Issuing a final rule that contains this 
exception would make a farce of the office’s responsibility to oversee an effective executive 



 
1 Walter M. Shaub, Jr., “Trump’s Ethics Office has blessed an unethical legal defense fund for the president’s 
associates,” Los Angeles Times, February 9, 2018, https://www.latimes.com/opinion/op-ed/la-oe-shaub-patriot-fund-
20180209-story.html.    
2 Letter from Senator Margaret Hassan and other senators to Emory Rounds, Director, Office of Government Ethics, 
August 2, 2018, https://www.hassan.senate.gov/news/press-releases/senator-hassan-leads-letter-asking-the-office-of-
government-ethics-to-review-problematic-legal-expense-fund-set-up-for-trump-personnel-involved-in-russia-
investigation.    
3 Letter from Emory Rounds, Director, Office of Government Ethics, to Senator Margaret Hassan and other 
senators, September 11, 2018, 
https://www.oge.gov/Web/OGE.nsf/Congressional%20Correspondence/495516AF975202A7852585B6005A1FE4.    
4 Letter from Senator Margaret Hassan and other senators to Emory Rounds, Director, Office of Government Ethics, 
June 11, 2019, https://www.hassan.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/OGELegalExpenseFundReg.Final.pdf.  
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branch ethics program. It would betray OGE’s promise to the senators and its duty to the public.  
 
A Gift Exception Without Guardrails  
 
In the notice of rulemaking, OGE proposes to let employees accept gifts of cash or legal services. 
This policy shift is crafted to allow cash donations from individuals who seek to influence 
official policy, those who do business with the employees’ agencies, or those who have business 
interests the agencies regulate. The new regulation would allow employees to accept unlimited 
legal support from law firms, including firms that are registered lobbying organizations or 
foreign agents, while restricting support from public interest groups.  
 
Stronger Recusal Obligation Needed 
 
OGE has proposed to mitigate the risks of preferential treatment for donors by requiring that 
employees who receive gifts of cash or services recuse themselves from matters directly 
involving the donors. But the recusal guidelines OGE establishes in 2635.1002(c) are too weak 
for several reasons: 
 



● The recusal only lasts for one year, which is too short a duration for an employee’s 
gratitude to a donor to fade.   



● The scope of the recusal covers only a particular matter involving specific parties, and it 
does not include regulations or other industry-wide matters affecting a donor (particular 
matters of general applicability). This recusal is too narrow. Should an employee 
participate in a policy matter that benefits the donor of a cash gift, it would likely create a 
public perception that the donor purchased a favor. 



● Rather than creating a new recusal obligation, OGE merely cross-references its 
impartiality regulation, 5 C.F.R. § 2635.502. Under that provision, the agency could 
waive the recusal and let the employee participate in a matter directly involving the 
donor. But a waiver might not even be necessary: that provision does not require recusal 
unless the employee believes a “reasonable person” would question their impartiality. 
Under the current provision, therefore, by simply refusing to acknowledge an obvious 
concern, an employee could legally refuse to recuse.  



 
This weak recusal standard is no match for the serious risks that OGE’s proposed regulation 
would create. Instead of using the language in its proposed regulation, OGE should impose the 
following recusal obligations, with no option for a waiver: 
 



● Any employee who receives a cash donation should be required to recuse for five years 
from any particular matter affecting the donor’s financial interests, the donor’s employer, 
or any for-profit business in which the donor has a substantial interest. A donor should be 
deemed to have a substantial interest if the donor is a member of the board of directors or 
holds at least 5% of the ownership interests in the business. 



● Any employee who receives pro bono legal services should be required to recuse for five 
years from any particular matter involving specific parties in which the service provider 
is a party or represents a party.  
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Payment of Legal Expenses by a Nonprofit 
 
In the preamble to this proposed rulemaking, OGE solicits comments on “whether employees 
may accept legal services at a reduced cost or free of charge when the legal services are paid for 
by a nonprofit organization, such as a 501(c)(3) or 501(c)(4), but the services are provided by 
attorneys outside of that organization.” POGO urges OGE to permit the payment of legal 
services by 501(c)(3) nonprofits. POGO does not support permitting the same for 501(c)(4) 
organizations, which can legally engage in unlimited lobbying and some electioneering work. 
 
Permitting 501(c)(3) nonprofits to hire legal counsel for federal employees would put them on an 
equal footing with for-profit law firms, which could provide gifts of pro bono services under 
OGE’s proposed regulation. Large law firms routinely influence the government on behalf of 
for-profit industries and foreign governments. One prominent law firm in Washington, D.C., for 
example, earned over $6 billion in gross revenue in 2021 alone,5 and the law firm that created 
the Patriot Fund registered as a foreign agent in 2012.6 It makes no sense at all to allow pro bono 
services from these politically connected, paid influence peddlers while barring assistance from 
public interest groups.   
 
Any exception for nonprofit organizations, however, should be limited to organizations that 
legitimately serve the public interest. Impermissible donors should not be allowed to skirt the 
rules by creating new nonprofits to evade regulatory restrictions. OGE should restrict donations 
to organizations described in section 501(c)(3) of the tax code that have been operational for at 
least two years and have an established record of involvement in issues related to government 
integrity, whistleblower protection, federal employment policies, or fraud, waste, and abuse in 
the government. 
 
OGE should also expressly permit representation and funding by federal employee unions, 
consistent with the declaration in 5 U.S.C. § 7101(a)(1) that representation by federal employee 
unions safeguards the public interest. 
 
Conceptual Error in the Eligibility Requirements for Donors of Pro Bono Services 
 
There is a conceptual error in the provision that restricts who can donate pro bono services. In 
2635.1009(a)(1), OGE writes that the donor can be an individual who is not a lobbyist or foreign 
agent. In 2635.1009(a)(2), OGE writes that the donor can be any person who does not have      
“interests that may be substantially affected by the performance or nonperformance of an 
employee’s official duties.” Because the disjunctive “or” separates these two paragraphs, 
paragraph (a)(2) negates the requirements of paragraph (a)(1). An individual who is a lobbyist or 
foreign agent will not qualify under paragraph (a)(1), but paragraph (a)(2) will allow that 
individual to provide pro bono services to an executive branch employee. 
 
The following language would both correct the error in 2635.1009 and allow legitimate 



 
5 “Kirkland & Ellis LLP,” ALM Global, LLC, https://www.law.com/law-firm-profile/?id=173&name=Kirkland-
Ellis&slreturn=20220504114530. 
6 Wiley Rein LLP, FARA Registration (Form NSD-1), June 8, 2012, https://efile.fara.gov/docs/6108-Registration-
Statement-20120611-1.pdf.  
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nonprofits and federal employee unions to provide or sponsor pro bono legal services: 
 



   (a) Acceptance of permissible pro bono legal services. An employee may solicit or accept 
the provision of pro bono legal services for legal matters arising in connection with the 
employee’s past or current official position, the employee’s prior position on a campaign, or 
the employee’s prior position on a Presidential Transition Team from: 



   (1) Any individual who: 
   (i) Is not an agent of a foreign government as defined in 5 U.S.C. 7342(a)(2); 
   (ii) Is not a lobbyist as defined by 2 U.S.C. 1602(10) who is currently registered 
pursuant to 2 U.S.C. 1603(a); and 
   (iii) Does not have interests that may be substantially affected by the performance or 
nonperformance of the employee’s official duties; 



   (2) A non-profit organization that: 
(i) is described in section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code; 
(ii) has existed and been operational for at least two years; and 
(iii) has an established record of involvement in issues related to government 
integrity, whistleblower protection, federal employment policies, or fraud, waste, 
and abuse in the government; or 



   (3) the exclusive representative of the employee’s bargaining unit, as defined in 5 U.S.C. 
7103(16). 



   (b) An individual described in paragraph (a)(1) may accept funding, staffing support, and 
other resources in connection with the representation of the employee from an organization 
that does not have interests that may be substantially affected by the performance or 
nonperformance of an employee’s official duties, provided that the organization is— 



   (1) a law firm that is the individual’s primary employer;  
   (2) a non-profit organization described in paragraph (a)(2); or 
   (3) a labor organization described in paragraph (a)(3). 
 



Whistleblowers 
 
POGO applauds OGE’s desire to protect federal whistleblowers in this rulemaking, but changes 
to the proposed regulation are necessary to accomplish that aim. OGE must make every effort to 
avoid the exposure of anonymous whistleblowers. The danger of such exposure cannot be 
overstated, as illustrated by the sentencing of a Michigan man to federal prison last year for 
threatening the life of a federal whistleblower’s attorney.7  
 
Procedures for Whistleblowers  
 
Even though they can seek prior approval from OGE rather than their agencies, subjecting legal 
expense funds to a prior approval process jeopardizes the anonymity of whistleblowers. Rather 
than requiring individualized approval, OGE should let whistleblowers use a model trust 
agreement published on its website. The model could include a declaration that the trustee meets 
the criteria in 2635.1004(c). This approach is consistent with the standard in 2635.1004(g)(i), 
which mandates approval of any compliant trust agreement when the trustee meets eligibility 



 
7 Josh Gerstein, “Man who threatened whistleblower's lawyer gets 1-year sentence,” Politico, June 10, 2021, 
https://www.politico.com/news/2021/06/10/man-threatened-whistleblower-gets-sentence-493159.  





https://www.politico.com/news/2021/06/10/man-threatened-whistleblower-gets-sentence-493159
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requirements.  
 
There’s also already a precedent for this approach. OGE published a model trust agreement for 
legal expense funds before the Patriot Fund scandal.8 The office could modify that model to 
conform to the proposed regulation. As OGE did with a model qualified blind trust agreement, 
OGE could make the use of the model legal expense fund trust mandatory for any whistleblower 
who elects not to seek individualized prior approval.9 
 
The proposed quarterly reporting requirements for whistleblowers also create risk. In some cases, 
releasing donors’ names may give clues about a whistleblower’s identity or employing agency 
(e.g., a donation from an association of current and former FBI agents). To mitigate this risk, 
OGE should allow whistleblowers to file each quarterly report up to one year after the normal 
deadline. 
 
OGE’s plans for intelligence community employees create even greater risks. In the case of any 
document received from a covert intelligence community whistleblower, 2635.1004(f)(2) 
provides that OGE will “handle the document as classified, according to procedures agreed upon 
with the employee’s agency.” By contacting the employing agency to negotiate procedures, OGE 
will reveal that a member of the agency’s staff is a whistleblower. This disclosure risks 
triggering an intensive hunt for the whistleblower by officials skilled in uncovering information. 
OGE should protect national security and whistleblowers by exempting covert intelligence 
community whistleblowers from reporting requirements.  
 
It is important for OGE to understand that even requiring whistleblowers to coordinate with OGE 
may chill whistleblowing activity. OGE is, after all, led by a political appointee who works 
closely with the White House. The office cannot guarantee that all future directors will 
scrupulously guard the anonymity of whistleblowers. In the case of intelligence community 
whistleblowers, POGO also questions whether OGE has the capacity to secure classified records. 
Confidentiality and the perception of confidentiality are essential to encouraging truth-tellers to 
come forward in the public interest. Any risks OGE may perceive in this recommended approach 
are vastly outweighed by the risks that compromising whistleblower anonymity would pose to 
government integrity. 
 
Definition of “Whistleblower” 
 
POGO is glad that OGE’s definition of “whistleblower” covers individuals who “believe” they 
qualify for whistleblower protections, even if they later fail to persuade the government that they 
do. But the definition needs to be broader. It should also cover: 
 



● federal officials who are covered by OGE’s regulations but are not covered by 5 U.S.C. 
§ 2302, including military officers, FBI agents, commissioned corps members, and 



 
8 Office of Government Ethics, “Legal Expense Trust Fund Template,” August 15, 2017, 
https://www.oge.gov/Web/OGE.nsf/37bf4d7550bd126d852585de0063e635/869d09198a93fa9c852585b6005a1dc7?
OpenDocument.  
9 Office of Government Ethics, “Model Qualified Blind Trust Agreement,” 
 https://oge.gov/Web/oge.nsf/Resources/Model+Qualified+Blind+Trust+Agreement.  
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Postal Service employees;  
● employees who exercise their right to petition or furnish information to Congress 



pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 7211 – like Lt. Col. Alexander Vindman (ret.), who filed a 
retaliation lawsuit after testifying in an impeachment hearing;10  



● employees who suffer retaliation based on their association with, or assistance to, a 
whistleblower or congressional witness – like Lt. Col. Yevgeny Vindman, whom the 
Defense Department inspector general determined, by a preponderance of the evidence, 
was a victim of retaliation for his brother’s congressional testimony;11 



● employees who are not whistleblowers but fear retaliation or investigation because they 
are suspected of being whistleblowers – including executive branch employees who face 
the sort of investigation that Supreme Court clerks are now facing;12 and 



● employees who face retaliation for using legitimate channels of dissent – like State 
Department employees who use the official “Dissent Channel.”13 



 
Other Concerns 
  
In addition to the concerns outlined above, there are a several other sections that POGO 
recommends OGE revisit: 
 
2635.1003 (Example 2) – This example poses a hypothetical involving a legal expense fund for a 
senior military officer facing court martial for sexual harassment. OGE should replace this 
example with one that does not risk intimidating victims of sexual harassment. To understand the 
stakes, OGE should review POGO’s report on the Department of Homeland Security’s failure to 
protect employees from sexual harassment and retaliation for reporting sexual harassment.14 
 
2635.1003 (definition of “Arising in connection with employee’s past or current official 
position”) – To avoid creating opportunities for persons outside the government to influence top 
officials, OGE should modify 2635.1003 to emphasize that this definition does not cover 
assisting individuals with presidential nominations for Senate-confirmed positions.15  
 
2635.1004(g)(2)(ii) and 2635.1007(f)(2)(ii) – The proposed regulation indicates that OGE will 
conduct a second-level review of legal expense funds for officials listed in 2635.1004(g)(2)(ii) 



 
10 Michael Schmidt, “Vindman, Key Figure in Trump Impeachment, Alleges Retaliation in Lawsuit,” New York 
Times, February 2, 2022, https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/02/us/politics/alexander-vindman-trump-lawsuit.html.    
11 Jordan Williams, “Pentagon IG finds Vindman’s brother ‘likely’ faced retaliation by Trump officials,” The Hill, 
May 18, 2022, https://thehill.com/policy/defense/3493128-pentagon-ig-finds-vindmans-brother-faced-retaliation-by-
trump-officials/.  
12 Tierney Sneed, “Escalation of the Supreme Court's leak probe puts clerks in a 'no-win' situation,” Politico, June 1, 
2022, https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/01/politics/supreme-court-clerks-leak-investigation-phones-affidavit-
abortion/index.html.    
13 Department of State, “Dissent Channel,” 2 FAM 070, https://fam.state.gov/fam/02fam/02fam0070.html.  
14 Adam Zagorin and Nick Schwellenbach, “Protecting the Predators at DHS,” Project On Government Oversight, 
April 7, 2022, https://www.pogo.org/investigation/2022/04/protecting-the-predators-at-dhs.   
15 See Nick Miroff, “Trump’s Homeland Security pick is caught up in a conflict of interest complaint,” Washington 
Post, November 16, 2017, https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/trumps-homeland-security-
pick-is-now-caught-up-in-a-conflict-of-interest-complaint/2017/11/15/8e029866-ca26-11e7-aa96-
54417592cf72_story.html.  





https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/02/us/politics/alexander-vindman-trump-lawsuit.html


https://thehill.com/policy/defense/3493128-pentagon-ig-finds-vindmans-brother-faced-retaliation-by-trump-officials/


https://thehill.com/policy/defense/3493128-pentagon-ig-finds-vindmans-brother-faced-retaliation-by-trump-officials/


https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/01/politics/supreme-court-clerks-leak-investigation-phones-affidavit-abortion/index.html


https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/01/politics/supreme-court-clerks-leak-investigation-phones-affidavit-abortion/index.html


https://fam.state.gov/fam/02fam/02fam0070.html
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and 2635.1007(f)(2)(ii). The list includes officials whose financial disclosure reports OGE 
reviews, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. app. § 103, and certain other White House appointees. OGE should 
expand this list to include agency heads whose disclosures OGE does not review. The need for 
increased oversight became clear when a former director of the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention resigned amid an ethics scandal.16 
 
2635.1006(c) – Placing a cap on the size of donations may have the unintended effect of 
multiplying conflicts of interest by increasing the number of donors. OGE could lift the cap on 
donations and, instead, require the employee to recuse from any particular matter affecting a cash 
donor, the donor’s employer, and any business entity in which the donor has a substantial 
interest. 
 
Structure of Legal Defense Funds 
 
POGO applauds OGE’s decision to require all legal expense funds to be structured as single-
beneficiary trusts for which the sole beneficiary is the grantor. Permitting legal expense funds to 
be structured as political organizations or to have multiple beneficiaries would be disastrous 
because these alternate structures lack transparency, give financial leverage over the employee to 
outside parties with no fiduciary duty to the employees, and fail to prevent impermissible parties 
from donating to employees. The public and congressional outrage over the Patriot Fund is 
evidence of the harm to public trust in government that such structures inflict. 
 
Conclusion 
 
POGO opposes this regulation in its current form and proposes several changes to improve it. 
 
Most importantly, OGE has made the shocking decision to include an exception in this 
regulation that would give federal officials the option to ignore the new restrictions it establishes. 
Issuing a final regulation without eliminating that exception would betray the promise OGE gave 
senators to make legal expense funds “transparent, open, and accessible to the public.” That 
betrayal would inflict a serious wound to OGE’s credibility, for the public would see this 
regulation as a sham to quell public outrage over the government’s abusive legal expense fund 
practices.  
 
The proposed regulation fails to establish adequate safeguards to ensure that a new policy of 
permitting large cash gifts will not corrupt government activities. While OGE would require 
employees to recuse from matters involving donors, the proposed recusal is short-lived and 
riddled with loopholes. Employees would be free to decide not to recuse based on a personal 
belief that the public blindly trusts their impartiality. Even in cases where employees 
acknowledge the public’s concern, agency officials could waive the recusal obligation. 
 
POGO objects to OGE’s decision to bar public interest groups from defending whistleblowers 
while permitting massive for-profit law firms that are registered as lobbying organizations and 



 
16 Debra Goldschmidt and Ben Tinker, “CDC Director Brenda Fitzgerald resigns,” CNN, January 31, 2018, 
https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/31/health/cdc-director-fitzgerald-resigns-bn/index.html.  
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foreign agents to provide pro bono services to top political appointees. OGE should permit 
support for whistleblowers from 501(c)(3) nonprofits with established records of public service.  
 
The proposed regulation negatively impacts whistleblowers in other ways. OGE’s overly 
legalistic definition of “whistleblower” excludes a broad range of patriotic truth-tellers who risk 
everything to protect government integrity, including employees who exercise their statutory 
right to petition Congress. OGE’s proposed rule would afford some procedural protections to a 
narrowly defined group of whistleblowers, but these procedures do not go far enough to protect 
them. The solution is to protect a broader range of truth-tellers and to give them the option of 
using a model legal trust agreement in lieu of seeking individualized approval. 
 
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the proposed rule. POGO urges you to adopt its 
suggestions to avoid wasting an opportunity to strengthen the government’s ethics rules. 
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From: JILL SHERIDAN
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:48:09 PM
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Sent from my iPhone







From: Jennifer Lazo
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:17:13 PM


To Whom it May Concern:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you.


Sincerely,


Jennifer Lazo



mailto:jennlazo1@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Janet McDonald
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rules: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:58:48 PM
Attachments: image.png


Sent from my iPad



mailto:jntmcdnld@att.net
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From: Kinga Bernath
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:49:14 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:Kinga.Bernath@protonmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Tacy Hartman
To: USOGE
Subject: Fwd: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:52:43 PM
Attachments: image.png


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Tacy Hartman <tahartman@comcast.net>
Date: June 16, 2022 at 12:27:31 PM MDT
To: ContactOGE@oge.gov
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)





Thank you,


Tacy Hartman
3393 S Evergreen Place
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:tahartman@comcast.net

mailto:usoge@oge.gov








From: boregush@windstream.net
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:04:52 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal fund regulation as drafted.  OGE should: 


* remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation "optional."   The
term "optional" is a careless way of leaving the doors unlocked.  Be specific. 


*replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


*remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
 
*place nonprofit charities (501) (c) (3) organizations) on an equal footing with large
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel foe whistleblowers


Catherine Summers
11354 Valleyview Rd.
Apt. 3
Northfield, Ohio 44067


Boregush@windstream.net



mailto:boregush@windstream.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Elizabeth Ryan
To: USOGE
Subject: Fwd: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:50:15 PM


>
>
>
> I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
>
> - remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
>
> - replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
>
> - remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
>
> - place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
>
> Sent from my iPhone



mailto:liz.ryan@mac.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Orieta Celiku
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:47:45 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that 
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or 
the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by 
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:orieta.celiku@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Joanne Walsh
To: Contact OGE
Subject: “Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:16:48 PM


To Whom It May Concern,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


 - remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your consideration in this matter.


Joanne Walsh 



mailto:jhawk171@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Jordan
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:36:23 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


-Jordan Simpson



mailto:jtsimpson@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Marc Grau
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:25:27 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Regards,
Marc Grau Perez
Cincinnati, Ohio



mailto:marcgrauperez@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Patricia Long
To: Contact OGE; USOGE
Subject: Re: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:49:58 PM


On Thu, Jun 16, 2022 at 2:19 PM Patricia Long <patricia.long.florida@gmail.com> wrote:
I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. OGE should:
remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional:
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader
5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire
legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Patricia Long


Sent from my iPhone 



mailto:patricia.long.florida@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:usoge@oge.gov
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From: Stephanie Brewster
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:56:28 PM


To whom it may concern:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Regards,
Stephanie Brewster



mailto:stephanie.brewster08@icloud.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Kelly Harney
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:37:49 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you.


Kelly A Harney



mailto:kellyaharney@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: S Bendiks
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:55:07 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 
-remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
-replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5 year recusal requirement that
prevents cash donors from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or
the industries in which they have a substantial interest(s);
-remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;  and
-place nonprofit 501(c)(3) charities on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing
them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Best,
Sonia Bendiks, Esq. 



mailto:sanandab62@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Edward Ruben
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:47:34 PM


To whom it may concern,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
 - remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
 - replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
 - remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
 - place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,


Edward Ruben



mailto:eruben@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Gabriel Lerman
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:52:05 PM


I strongly oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Optional ethics policies are not sufficient. Our country has found out in very painful ways that anything short of
explicit ethics requirements are worthless. Instead, we need to hold our elected and all government officials/workers
to the highest of standards.


Thank you,
Gabriel Lerman



mailto:gabriel.m.lerman@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: PT Turner
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:51:45 PM


I STRONGLY oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted! 


OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional (Optional ethics?
Is this for real?)
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests
- remove the disgusting example involving an accused sexual harasser
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Please!! 


Sincerely,


Phoebe Turner


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:tylerandphoebeturner@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Weaverbird
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:55:41 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 
OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
GB



mailto:weaverbird@fastmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Jack Gibson
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:41:11 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove 
the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that 
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting 
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit 
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them 
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
John B. Gibson



mailto:jackbgibson@yahoo.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Dana Reeves
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:33:47 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 


replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents


donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the


industries in which they have substantial interests; 


remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; 


and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by


allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 


It’s disturbing to need to request these changes.


Thank you,


Dana Reeves



mailto:wiggly@well.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: M R McGillivray
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:04:58 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Marsha McGillivray
2207 NE 80th St  Seattle 98115



mailto:mrm@dittamore.us

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Janet McDonald
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:58:44 PM
Attachments: image.png


Sent from my iPad



mailto:jntmcdnld@att.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov








From: Ashley Levanway Brown
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:51:28 PM


 I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Ashley Brown
Germantown, TN


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:ashbelle@me.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Susie Hillix
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:02:34 PM


To Whom It May Concern:


Sincerely, 


Susan M. Hillix



mailto:susie_hillix@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Robyn Dally
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:14:21 PM


Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


1. remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional. Optional
basically means no regulation; 


2. replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 


3. remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; 
4. and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large


law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 


Robyn Dally



mailto:robyndally4797@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Camelia
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:58:44 PM


To whom it may concern,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: remove the 
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; replace the proposed recusal 
requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from 
influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have 
substantial interests; remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by 
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Best Regards,
Camelia Al-Najjar
7207 Braewood Dr, Independence, OH 44131
(216)502-0375



mailto:calnajjar@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: sharon sauter
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:46:52 PM
Attachments: image.png


Sent from my iPad



mailto:ssauter2002@yahoo.com
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From: Matt Derechin
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:49:21 PM
Attachments: image.png


 


Sincerely, 
Matt Derechin
2534 Merrill Blvd.
Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:mattderechin@me.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov








From: Mary Robideaux
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:56:31 PM


>
> I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as
> drafted. OGE should:
> remove the exception that makes compliance with the
> regulation optional;
> replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader
> 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
> gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
> affecting them or the industries in which they have
> substantial interests;
> remove the offensive example involving an accused
> sexual harasser; and
> place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
> equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire
> legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:mrobideaux@cox.net

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Julie R.L. Herrmann
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:52:38 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.  OGE should  (1) remove
the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional, 
(2) replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader FIVE year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies or
regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests
(3) remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser
(4) place nonprofit charities (501(c) (3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you very much
Julie R.L. Herrmann



mailto:jrlherrmann@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Margaret Melchior
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:15:27 PM


To Whom It May Concern:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
Margaret Melchior



mailto:peg.melchior@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Luke Massery
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:59:29 PM


OGE, say no to optional government ethics!


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the


regulation optional;


replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-


year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts


from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting


them or the industries in which they have substantial


interests;


remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual


harasser; and


place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an


equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire


legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,


-Luke Massery


-- 
--
Mobile: +1 847 772 0251
LukeMassery@gmail.com



mailto:lukemassery@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov
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https://ch.linkedin.com/in/lukemassery
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From: Jeff Sandell
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:27:11 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
     - remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 
     - replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 
     - remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
    - place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 


Jeffrey A. Sandell



mailto:jeffsandell@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Judy Merfeld
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Fund Regulations (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:24:10 PM
Attachments: image.png


Sent from my iPad



mailto:merfeldpjmc@msn.com
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From: omehrabian60@gmail.com
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed rule: legal expense fund regulation (RIN 3209-AA50
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:13:24 PM
Attachments: image.png
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Sent from my iPhone







From: Patricia Long
To: Contact OGE; USOGE
Subject: Re: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:49:58 PM


On Thu, Jun 16, 2022 at 2:19 PM Patricia Long <patricia.long.florida@gmail.com> wrote:
I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. OGE should:
remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional:
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader
5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire
legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Patricia Long


Sent from my iPhone 



mailto:patricia.long.florida@gmail.com
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From: Michael Fuiks
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:54:06 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. OGE should:
remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader
5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire
legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Best regards,


Michael



mailto:mwfuiks@gmail.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov






From: Jane Elliot
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:29:12 PM


Dear Office of Government ETHICS,


We oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


It appalls us that OGE CHOSE TO MAKE THE REGULATION OPTIONAL! A provision in the regulation says an
employee can ignore the regulation and follow existing practices — which include setting up corrupt political
organizations like the one the Trump administration set up.


As if that weren't bad enough, the official doesn't have to recuse at all if -- IN THE OFFICIAL'S OWN OPINION --
the public wouldn't be concerned about the official's impartiality in a matter that involves the person who gave the
official a wheelbarrow full of cash.


We are American citizens, and we, the public, in fact DO object to these blatantly corrupt Trump era regulations.
We can’t believe we need to try to convince the Office of Government Ethics to find your ethics, of all things.


Sincerely,


Jane Elliot, and Brian Elliot
Portland, Oregon



mailto:elliotfamily@me.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Bob Duff
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:54:47 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the 
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that 
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or 
the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit 
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to 
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 


Robert Duff
duff146@gmail.com 
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From: scott thorpe
To: USOGE; Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:45:00 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should: remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; remove the offensive example
involving an accused sexual harasser; and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations)
on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for
whistleblowers.



mailto:spthorpe1118@me.com

mailto:usoge@oge.gov
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From: Janet McDonald
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation [RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:58:43 PM
Attachments: image


Sent from my iPad
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From: Bratcher,Margaret B.
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:55:15 PM
Attachments: FVeanf5XwAAMJEb.png


 Margaret Bratcher
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From: leslie andrews
To: USOGE
Subject: Ethics
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:46:56 PM
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Sent from my iPhone
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From: Elaine"s SBC
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Ethics Legal Expense Fund
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:06:54 PM
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 Elaine sent from my iPhone 







From: ROBIN SCOTT
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:42:55 PM
Attachments: image.png
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> 
>  Americans deserve better than optional “rules”- 
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From: Cynthia Salten
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:13:08 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. 


I urge you to:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies,
or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial
interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant
loopholes that will allow for massive corruption. America deserves better than
optional ethics for top officials!!!  Please rewrite this rule and make it better!


Cynthia Salten



mailto:saltencynthia@gmail.com
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From: ann@marshus.net
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:04:47 PM


 
Dear Office of Government Ethics,
 


              I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE
should:


·      remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation
optional;


·      replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year
recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from
influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;


·      remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;
and


·      place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal
footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel
for whistleblowers.


          Say no to optional government ethics.                      
Sincerely,
Ann Marsh
Seattle, Washington
 



mailto:ann@marshus.net
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From: Libby Becker
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:01:49 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the


regulation optional;


replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-


year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts


from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting


them or the industries in which they have substantial


interests;


remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual


harasser; and


place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an


equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire


legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Say no to optional government ethics. If we’re ever going to root out corruption and


hold those in power accountable for unethical practices, it won’t happen by you giving


them the ability to opt out.



mailto:ecbecker0117@gmail.com
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From: Grace
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:22:01 PM


To Whom It May Concern,


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. Money in our politics has
done much to corrupt our political systems and we must begin a process of walking-back these
problems.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities [501(c)(3) organizations] on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Grace M. Kostel
1703 L Street
Aurora, NE 68818



mailto:prairie_soliton@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Pyott, Laura
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 2:00:03 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional,
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests,
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser, and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


 
Respectfully,
 
Laura Connell Pyott, MS Statistics
Assisant Professor, Department of Mathematics
West Chester University
25 University Ave, Room 107
610-436-3451


Click on the Ram Poll icon for the 2020 Ram Poll report
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